Most education in the pre-colonial Middle East and South Asia was inextricably permeated by religion, in that it relied heavily on study or memorization of religious scriptures and rituals for the purpose of training believers, or on the use of religious scriptures, texts or stories to teach ostensibly secular subjects, such as geography or history. Colonial penetration of these areas introduced a new model of Western education, 1 in which material whose truth claims
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it possible for the Samaj to pursue its own most central goals through the mechanism of a geographically far-flung, centrally directed network of educational institutions which it could not have otherwise afforded. Some of these goals, such as training students in the DAV College Lahore in Arya reformed religious practice, were only at best partially met. Others, such as the Samaj's goal of greatly expanding the population of north Indian Hindus fluent in Hindi as a way of unifying the Hindu community and marginalizing the "Muslim" language Urdu, were much more successful. At a time when most literate Hindus in Punjab read only in Urdu and Urdu was the official language of instruction in government schools, DAV schools were singled out in British censuses for their pioneering role in Hindi instruction.
Founded in 1928, the Muslim Brotherhood grew to be Egypt's largest religious movement, with 2,000 branches and 600,000 members by 1952. 10 Unlike the Samaj, the Brotherhood never founded large numbers of schools for children and youth, but the creation of a scope of the system, more than quadrupling the number of students in fifteen years. 11 Many
Muslim Brothers, including the movement's founder, taught in government schools, and as the education system grew they were often transferred -almost always against their will -from one school to another, often from urban to rural locations. In some cases these transfers resulted in teachers opening Brotherhood branches in their new communities. Brothers also developed active adult education programs which supplemented instruction in reading, writing, and arithmetic with courses in (the Brotherhood's understanding of) Islam. As the Egyptian government expanded beyond traditional schooling to aggressively promote adult education and literacy it frequently collaborated with existing Brotherhood programs to reach that goal, requiring illiterate soldiers to attend Brotherhood classes or paying the Brothers to increase the number of students in their classes. In these ways the creation and expansion of the Westernstyle education system in Egypt clearly facilitated the spread of Brotherhood ideas to new populations, particularly those in villages and larger rural towns.
The primary sources used in this article are records seized by the Egyptian police from the Brotherhood headquarters in Cairo in the 1940s, 12 the files of the DAV College Managing Committee (CMC) from the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, 13 and British censuses and education 7 reports from Punjab. These sources provide unusually precise ways of measuring the connection between the spread of Western education and the achievement of central goals of indigenous religious movements. Brotherhood membership lists, for example, allow us to register exactly how many Brotherhood members in a given location were teachers in government schools, while CMC budgets illustrate precisely how central subsidies were to a particular DAV school or college. The most valuable material in these files, however, are letters -between teachers and schoolmasters in the many DAV schools managed by the CMC (not all DAV schools were) or between rural Brothers and Cairo headquarters. Never expecting their correspondence to be made public, the authors of these letters are quite forthcoming about the points at which their projects failed, as when the DAV College Lahore met repeated student disinterest in practicing Arya religious rituals. This glimpse from the "inside" is particularly useful, and unusual, in studying educational establishments dedicated to implanting a certain religious or ideological agenda in their students. In the absence of data which speaks to the ways in which these goals were actually received by students, many historical studies of such projects can do little more than impute, from the existence of syllabi or educators' statements articulating a reform agenda, that students actually converted to these ideas. The additional level of information provided by the correspondence of DAV educators, which details their attempts to circumvent student resistance to certain reforms and demonstrates the points at which their attempts to make DAV education ever more narrowly "Hindu" failed in the face of a more multicultural reality, provide a more nuanced assessment of how successful these projects are.
These materials also demonstrate the extent to which the creation of Western-style education systems under colonial auspices led to consequences unanticipated by -and sometimes unwelcome to -colonizer and colonized alike, as in the case of transferred 8 Brotherhood teachers. In some cases these transfers were punitively motivated, as when a British administration irritated at Brotherhood condemnation of colonialism leaned on the Egyptian government to transfer particularly vocal Brothers to undesirable, generally rural locations.
Brothers, meanwhile, found these transfers undesirable and fought them aggressively, almost always unsuccessfully. These transfers, however, could backfire on the British by leading to the creation of a Brotherhood branch in a previously unpenetrated area, while transfers helped to overcome a collective action problem which had long faced the Brotherhood: the unwillingness or inability of its best organizers to spend extended periods in the countryside. In the pages that follow I will briefly summarize the rise of Western school systems in Egypt and India, examine the goals of the Samaj and the Brotherhood as religious reform movements, and demonstrate the ways in which the creation of these school systems directly facilitated the achievement of key goals of each movement.
The Creation of Western Education Systems in Colonial Egypt and India
At the time of the British occupation of Egypt in 1882, education was overwhelmingly centered on the transmission of religious ritual and text. In Muslim kuttabs, boys memorized the Qur'an and learned rituals such as prayer and ablution; they then generally learned basic arithmetic, weights and currency from the public weigher in the marketplace. 14 Because Coptic
Christian boys generally went into a limited number of professions such as land surveying or accounting, their kuttabs often included study of relevant subjects such as math or geography, as well as some foreign language training. Like their Muslim counterparts, however, the central role of Coptic kuttabs was the transmission of religious material, particularly memorization of parts 9 of the Psalms and Gospels and learning Coptic-language prayers used in church services. 15 The religious adepts who presided over Muslim and Coptic kuttabs did so as one of their many religious duties in the community; they were not full-time teachers.
The half-decade prior to the British invasion was marked by attempts by Egypt's khedives to supplement the kuttabs with a Western-style school system, ranging from the creation of a handful of Western-style schools in the 1830s to the promulgation of government- Education subsidies came with a set of requirements that reconstructed educational practice. The first requirement was that teachers undergo formal training, reversing common practice in which "public opinion, not an appointment order issued by the State or the village council, determined (teachers') deserts." 41 The changing situation of teachers (gurus) in precolonial Bengali patshalas gives some idea of the scope of the changes initiated by this policy. In pre-colonial patshalas gurus usually inherited their position, but anyone with the necessary knowledge could teach; if a guru could not demonstrate his facility with patshala subjects, students would go elsewhere. 42 In the 1860s, the British began encouraging gurus to undergo training in, among other things, what time of day to teach each subject, proper seating arrangements for students and the fines to be levied for particular student offenses. 43 The result was a demographic shift in the teaching pool, as many gurus who had inherited their positions refused training and were replaced by newcomers to the field. 44 44 Ibid., p. 53.
Indian teachers found that "what they had been used to regarding as knowledge was now declared to be either false or useless," and that they would be required to study new material to keep their jobs.
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Teacher training was necessary in part because subsidies almost always required both teaching new subjects-geography, mathematics and the like-and thoroughly restructuring the way that existing subjects were taught. In 1900, the Bengali patshalas were required for the first time to teach science, drawing and physical exercise. After Punjab's William Arnold "discovered" that Punjabi students were "ignorant of the geography of their own province [and] ignorant that there was such a science as geography," he introduced required geography classes which in short order turned out students who could "'pass a good examination' in the geography of India, Asia and the globe." 46 Arnold also thoroughly revamped the way that arithmeticalready a central subject in much Indian education -was taught. 47 Once again, however, perhaps the most fundamental change was that of the extraction of religious material from every subject other than "religion," as when William Arnold removed not only the Sikandarnama, but also all Persian texts which, in his words, "pertain[ed] to religion," from Punjab's government and aided schools. While schools receiving government subsidy -although not schools run directly by the government -were allowed to teach religion as a separate class, the proliferation of secular subjects in the curriculum, and the fact that it was success in these subjects that guaranteed success in matriculation exams, combined to severely marginalize the role of those religion classes. Nita Kumar has insightfully critiqued the way in which the spread of the Western school system led to a revaluing of various subjects, and a consequent devaluing of religion. She argues that even Indian reformers who wished to retain instruction in religion in Western-style education faced a conundrum:
"Since recognition and aid each required the school to follow a government syllabus, if people insisted on religious education as well, the government had a solution. It repeatedly suggested that schools were welcome to teach the full primary curriculum and to also give "religious teaching"…. Schools could only complain that if they had to teach the curriculum of government schools "they will have no time to give religious instruction." 49 The result was that schools emphasized the subjects required in the government curriculum while "optional subjects" such as religion "were received less than seriously partly because they were additional to an already complete syllabus, and because they were official and unrecognized." 104. 50 Ibid., p. 109.
Times of crisis breed religious reform movements, as people ask why the temporal glories of their religious community have markedly faded. The religious reformer answers by drawing a causal link between the spiritual and the temporal: we were wealthy, ruled the nations and were not colonized when we properly practiced the faith, and we lost those privileges when we abandoned it. This answer provides a way to defend the faith from its challengers and to take the mantle of reform from outsiders. When missionaries blame Hindu practices for India's decline, Hindus can respond that Hinduism is perfect, but we have failed to practice it correctly.
It also provides what social movement theorists would call a "frame" which motivates people to action by rendering success possible. If the answer to an Egyptian Muslim's question "why was
Britain able to colonize us?" is "because Britain is militarily superior," then little can be done. If the answer is "because we abandoned Islam," then response is possible. As Brotherhood founder Batala to the CMC noted that Hindi had only recently been introduced into the curricula of the five government schools in the city. 102 It is clear that Hindi was taught in some other non-DAV schools before this, as we know from the DAV High School Batala files that Hindi was offered as an optional subject in college matriculation exams by the 1940s at the latest. What is particularly interesting about the story of this play is its location in a government school. The Brotherhood founded a school for boys and one for girls in 1933 but by the Free
Officer coup in 1952, generally understood to mark the end of the colonial period, it had no more than a handful of schools for children and youth. It appears that the Brotherhood's early enthusiasm for schoolbuilding was deflated by the marginalization of the enemy that had provoked its emergence: missionary education. Fear that missionaries were using their schools to convert Muslim children was widespread in Egypt at the time, and the Brotherhood said explicitly that it had created its 1933 schools for children whom Brothers had "rescued" from missionaries. 108 In the 1930s and 1940s, however, the role of missionaries in Western-style education had declined dramatically, largely due to the precipitous growth of the government school system. In 1925-26, two years before the Brotherhood was founded and eight years before it began creating schools, there were 227,102 students in state primary and secondary schools percent; 110 missionary influence in primary education had been similarly curtailed. Although the Brotherhood never publicly explained why its interest in school formation tailed off, it appears that the increasing availability under government auspices of culturally "safe" schools for
Muslims dramatically decreased their sense of urgency.
As the Samnoud school play suggests, much of the work of spreading the Brotherhood's message was carried out in state schools. While the movement had few schools, it had many teachers. Brotherhood founder Banna was a product of the first teacher training school in Egypt, developed by modernizing Egyptian rulers in the years before the British invasion, and his travels around Egypt on behalf of the Brotherhood were always scheduled for weekends and holidays when school was not in session. were educated at all were educated at home. The creation of teacher training schools as a central foundation of the Western school system created an opportunity for mobilization that was exponentially better than that provided by normal schools: while a teacher in a normal school only has 30 students to whom he can proselytize, the teacher in a teacher-training school can attempt to "sell" his message to 30 teachers-in-training, each of whom will have 30 students.
The most provocative example of the effect of the Western school system on the spread of Brotherhood ideas, though, comes from the phenomenon of teacher transfers. The transfer of Brotherhood teachers from schools in one community to another occurred in one of two ways.
The first was as a general bureaucratic measure to expand the reach of the school system, in which Brotherhood teachers happened to be moved from one school to another in their capacity as teachers. The enormous resources poured into the school system facilitated rapid schoolbuilding and extension of schools to previously underserved areas, which in turn could require teachers to be transported from other areas to staff them. were often founded in the wake of these trips, it took more than the enthusiasm generated by the visit of prominent Brothers to keep a fledgling branch afloat, or to sustain a troubled one.
Sometimes government coercion was the obstacle stopping urban Brothers from going to rural branches. The Girga writer cited above admitted that it was probably impossible for Cairo
Brothers to come to Girga due to the government's attack on the movement at that time. was deeply sorry to hear about this deviant policy, because of the family problems that the transferred Brothers will have to endure, I was also very happy because we will soon meet with some of our Brothers, and they will fill the huge void.
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In sum, Brotherhood teachers, teaching in government schools because their movement had few childrens' schools of its own, were unintentionally given the opportunity to spread their 
Conclusion
The rise of Western-style school systems significantly minimized the role of religion in education but directly facilitated the spread of indigenous religious movements and enhanced their ability to achieve their key goals. The stories of the colonial-era Arya Samaj and Muslim Brotherhood demonstrate two points, one familiar to students of the colonial and contemporary state and one perhaps less obvious. The first point is that the size of the modern -including in 137 Richard Mitchell, p. 287.
46 some cases the colonial -state, and the irreducible complexity of its attempts at large-scale social change, often mean that it is working at cross-purposes with itself and that its policies will frequently lead to results opposite of the ones intended. This comes through most clearly in the case of the Muslim Brotherhood, whose spread was inadvertently facilitated by the policies of two governments which it adamantly opposed -the British colonial government and the partially empowered Egyptian government onto which the British devolved many domestic responsibilities after 1922. Gregory Starrett argues that the transformation of the Egyptian kuttab from an almost exclusively religious institution to one focused largely on reading, writing, and arithmetic was initiated by the British largely in order to tame the Egyptian masses, dissuading them from criminal activity but first and foremost ensuring that they would turn a deaf ear to the appeals of religious and nationalist ideologues out to upset the colonial order. 139 Starrett, Chapter Two.
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The second, less obvious but more important point made by the stories of the colonialera Arya Samaj and Muslim Brotherhood is the frequent artificiality of the division between the state and society. This artificiality is particularly pronounced in countries, or colonies, in which the state embarks on an ambitious program of social engineering for which it lacks the necessary financial or administrative capacity, and chooses to compensate for this deficit by "subcontracting" much of its work out to organized groups in society. Colonial states were particularly likely to find themselves in this situation. On the one hand, colonizers frequently created state apparati which penetrated society much more deeply than any previous regime, studying, categorizing, and managing the colonized population through institutions as invasive and pervasive as the census, centralized tax collection systems, and the school. On the other hand, the financial logic of colonial rule -that the colony was supposed to economically profit the metropole or, in the worst case to pay for itself and its legions of European administratorsusually meant that the colonial state did not have adequate resources to fully implement its social engineering efforts itself. The logic of this position places centralized education systems founded under colonial auspices in a completely different position than those created in primarily
Western industrialized nations, as described by Ernest Gellner in his enormously influential Nations and Nationalism. 140 Gellner, who defines nationalism as "the organization of human groups into large, centrally educated, culturally homogeneous units," 141 argues that it is the rise of the state school system -in which a central authority oversees the creation of and conduct of education in large numbers of schools across wide swaths of territory -that makes nationalism possible. Gellner explicitly sees these school systems as an inherently secularizing project, in 140 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983).
141 Gellner, p. 35 48 which earlier religiously based imaginings of the community are marginalized in favor of a more "secular" nationalism which defines belonging in terms of a shared geography -we share the same territory -rather than of a shared faith. Because his analysis is based on the rise of state school systems in the context of modern capitalist nations, however, he assumes a state which is much more likely to be willing and able to fund its own school system than a colonial or newly independent state which may be forced by financial constraints to "subcontract" much of the educational process out to private groups. It is precisely these different circumstances, however, which are clearly central to understanding the types of national and religious identity that centralized school systems transmit.
